
 

CLEVELAND HILLEL WORKSPACES AND OPERATIONS: 
COVID19 PROTOCOLS & GUIDELINES 

 

Mandatory mask-wearing will be enforced for anyone entering Cleveland Hillel Workspaces on 
all campuses. Masks must be worn that cover the nose and mouth. Visitors refusing to comply 
will be asked to leave Cleveland Hillel Workspaces immediately.   
 

Masks will be available for any approved entrant if they do not have appropriate options. 
 

All visitors to Cleveland Hillel Workspaces must be vetted in advance before entering, in 
compliance with Cleveland Hillel’s self-certification or self-reporting requirements.   
 

Self-certification or self-reporting (written and/or verbal) will be mandated for any visitors to the 
Hillel Workspaces to rule out symptoms and potential exposures to COVID19 following CDC listed 
symptoms as its guide. 
 

If advance vetting is not possible, all visitors to Cleveland Hillel Workspaces will be required to self-
certify / self-report via interview or questionnaire.   
     

All visitors or staff who have or report COVID19 symptoms will be refused entry to Cleveland Hillel 
Workspaces, as denying entry to individuals who have related symptoms can help prevent exposing 
others to potential illness.  
 

Cleveland Hillel Workspaces elevators will be limited to 1 person (MAXIMUM) at one time, 
observing physical distancing best practices.  
 

Cleveland Hillel Workspace common areas will have strict capacity limits, ensuring appropriate 
physical distancing is observed.  
 

Cleveland Hillel staff will regularly check state, local, and host College and University regulations, 
guidelines, and restrictions for in-person gatherings at any given time. Compliance with these 
guidelines will be Cleveland Hillel’s minimum requirement. 
 

All Cleveland Hillel staff will be empowered to ensure enforcement of Return to the Workspace: 
Cleveland Hillel Workspaces and Operations COVID19 Protocols & Guidelines. 
 

In all cases, Cleveland Hillel senior leadership will take into consideration resumption-of-services 
decisions made by our community and campus partners but reserve the right to observe stricter 
standards if felt necessary. 
 
 
 

Along with considerations around safety, security, health and welfare, all COVID19 Protocols 
and Guidelines have been drafted with the following Jewish values: 

Pikuah Nefesh (“Safeguarding Life”) 
 

Sakanat Nefeshot (“Endangering Life”) 

She’at Hadehak (“Extraordinary Moment”)   Hesed (“Profound Love and Kindness”)  
  

Kol Yisrael Areivim Zeh Bazeh (“We Are Responsible for One Another”) 
 

We remain committed to making scientific and data-driven decisions in the creation and 
updating of our Covid19 Protocols & Guidelines. 

 

 

 

Please refer to www.clevelandhillel.org/covid19 for further information or to contact our offices. 


